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ABSTRACT: Fluorescence of 9-(2-carboxy-2-cyanovinyl)julolidine
(CCVJ) was measured to probe the local motion within 70−600 nm
thick Nafion films at controlled levels of hydration. Thinner films
showed increased confinement under dry conditions as evidenced by
their high fluorescence intensity values per unit thickness. Antiplasti-
cization, or a stiffening of the film, was observed as an increase in
fluorescence intensity when the sample was exposed to low water
activity (≤30% RH) and the extent of antiplasticization changed with
film thickness. At higher relative humidities, the films became plasticized
with water and the fluorescence of CCVJ declined. Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) experiments revealed higher hydration numbers
(λ = nH2O/nSO3H) in thinner films on SiO2 surfaces. The higher water uptake in thin films was explained by considering the polymer
order at the Nafion−SiO2 interface and the influence of this interfacial layer on the swelling properties of thin films.

Poly(perfluorosulfonic acid)-based ion-conducting mem-
branes, like Nafion, are the standard material for fuel

cells and other electrochemical devices. Extensive work has
been undertaken to understand how the structural features of
Nafion1−5 and its water uptake6−9 influence the material pro-
perties of the membrane and ultimately the performance of a
cell. There is a large database of information on various forms
of Nafion membranes with thicknesses ranging from 20 to
200 μm, but the properties of thin Nafion thin films (<1 μm)
are relatively unexplored. It is well-established that physical pro-
perties of thin polymer films are significantly different compared
to their bulk analogs.10−13 A few reports have focused on the
interfacial Nafion−substrate interaction14−16 and conductiv-
ity17,18 of thin Nafion films, but a clear picture of Nafion’s
behavior in thin film format has not yet emerged. Systematic
investigations of Nafion in the presence of moisture as a
function of thickness will be useful in molecular-level under-
standing of this material’s behavior at the catalyst interface.
Usually small molecules act as plasticizers to reduce a polymer’s

Tg, but water can introduce antiplasticization in polymeric
systems19,20 at low moisture content resulting in an increase in
polymer modulus. The same film becomes plasticized (less rigid)
when water is adsorbed into the material at a higher
concentration. Antiplasticization is associated with a decrease in
free volume of the polymer leading to a loss of flexibility and
segmental mobility of Nafion, as reported by Zhao et al.9 for thick
membranes. Majsztrik et al.21 reported evidence of stiffening in
Nafion membranes at low water activity and high temperature.
The stiffening action was believed to be the result of bridging of
sulfonic acid groups and hydronium (H3O

+) ions via hydrogen
bonding22−24 at low relative humidity (RH).
Techniques such as NMR,25 FTIR,26,27 TGA,28 and neutron

scattering,29 which have been used to characterize Nafion
membranes, are difficult to apply to thin film samples. Moreover,

the standard tensile techniques typically employed to measure the
mechanical properties of Nafion membranes9,30 are not applicable
to thin films that are difficult to produce in free-standing format.
For interrogating thin polymer films, fluorescence-based techni-
ques are attractive due to the high signal intensity of fluorescent
probes that are influenced by subtle changes in the polymer. Using
a suitable molecular probe sensitive to the hydration environment,
fluorescence-based techniques have extracted information on
proton dissociation kinetics,31,32 nanoscopic water environ-
ment,32,33 and water diffusivity34,35 inside polymer films.
Herein we employed a mobility sensitive fluorescent rotor

probe to study the effect of water content on the fluorescence of
thin Nafion films. The fluorescence quantum yield of the rotor
probe is correlated to the viscosity or mobility of its surrounding
environment.34 In less viscous environments, the increased
rotational freedom of the electron donor and acceptor parts of
the dye leads to quenching of fluorescence.36 In this work, thin
films were spun cast from a solution containing fluorescent rotor
probe 9-(2-carboxy-2-cyanovinyl)julolidine (CCVJ) at a concen-
tration of 0.018% (unless otherwise stated) in Nafion solution.
Annealed films with different thicknesses were investigated to
measure the effect of confinement on the mobility of the
fluorescent dye in the thin films. A custom-built RH control
system was integrated with the fluorescence spectrometer to
monitor the effect of water activity on the fluorescence response
of the spin coated films containing CCVJ. The fluorescence was
measured by exciting the dye at a wavelength of 400 nm and the
emission spectrum was collected from 420 to 590 nm.
The concentration of CCVJ in the Nafion solution before

spin coating was optimized to give the maximum fluorescence
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response (Figure S1 in Supporting Information). The thick-
ness-normalized fluorescence intensity (I0/L) at 465 nm of dry
films shown in Figure 1 demonstrates significant confinement

as the film thickness decreased. The fluorescence intensity was
not a strong function of dye concentration in the thin films
(Figure S1), while the fluorescence intensity increased signifi-
cantly in thinner films, which correlates to stronger confinement
effect with decreasing thickness of film as reported.11

The fluorescence spectrum of each film was monitored
as a function of relative humidity. Figure 2 shows a significant

increase in fluorescence for each film at low RH (20−30%).
Here IRH represents the fluorescence of the film at a specific
RH which was normalized by the fluorescence of the dry film
(I0). The fluorescence emission spectrum did not change shape
as a function of RH (for the 616 nm film) as shown in
Supporting Information (Figure S2).
The increase in fluorescence of the rotor probe at low RH

suggested that the surrounding environment restricted the rota-
tional mobility of CCVJ as water was added to the film, thus,
increasing the quantum yield and fluorescence intensity. A similar
increase in fluorescence intensity was associated with the anti-
plasticization of polymer matrix as reported by Goodelle et al.35

Above 30% RH, the fluorescence started to decrease as high water
content plasticized the polymer film. At this point, the distribution
of the CCVJ dye in the polymer films has not been measured.
CCVJ is polar, so it can be assumed that the dye resides near the
interface of the hydrophilic/hydrophobic domains or in the
hydrophilic domains in Nafion. As such, the response of the dye is
sensitive to the hydration level of the polymer and probes the
combined mobility of the polymer and water phases. The
fluorescence results were repeatable over three samples with
about 10% variability, so it can be assumed that the distribution of
dye within the films and the structure of the polymer was
consistent over the various experimental runs.
Interestingly, the thinner 70 nm Nafion exhibited a lower

degree of antiplasticization than the other samples and the IRH/I0
at low RH steadily increased with increasing film thickness.
The large increase in IRH/I0 for a range of dye:polymer ratios in
film with thickness of 616 nm (Figure S3) indicated that the
extent of antiplasticization was significantly higher in thicker
films than in thinner ones, irrespective of the amount of dye in
the film. The power-law relationship between fluorescence in-
tensity and viscosity (eq 1) reported by Haidekker et al.37 can
help to quantify the relative change in viscosity of the surround-
ing environment of CCVJ in film with hydration:
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Here, I is the peak fluorescence intensity of rotor probe, η is the
viscosity of the surrounding medium, and x is the power law
exponent. For a probe similar to this work, CCVJ-TEG,
x = 0.52 was used.37 Thus, a value of 3.25 for IRH/I0 (616 nm
thick film at 30% RH) corresponds to about a 9.6 times increase
in viscosity.
The greater value of thickness normalized fluorescence (I0/L)

in dry films along with a lower value of IRH/I0 suggests that the
thinner film (70 nm) experienced stronger confinement than
the thicker samples. The confinement was believed to originate
from the polymer−substrate interaction and the layered
structure of Nafion adopted at the Si−wafer interface.15 The
water induced less plasticization in the already stiff thin film,
but for thicker films with lower stiffness, the antiplasticization
was more pronounced.
To further understand the antiplasticization behavior of the

Nafion thin films, their hydration was measured as a function of
relative humidity using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)
with SiO2-coated crystals to duplicate the surfaces employed in
the fluorescence experiments. The hydration number, λ, in
Figure 3 was calculated as moles of water per mole of sulfonic
acid and is proportional to the mass uptake of water in the
polymer film for a constant polymer equivalent weight. The
hydration of the films increased systematically with decreasing
film thickness with the 70 nm film absorbing nearly two times
the water of the other films. The high water uptake of the
70 nm film corresponded to its low antiplasticization, whereas
the thicker films that had lower hydration numbers experienced
greater antiplasticization. The hydration of the films as a func-
tion of thickness show a different trend as compared to that
reported by Kongkanand for Nafion thin films drop cast on Au.38

This difference can be attributed to the polymer−substrate
interaction for Nafion films on SiO2 and Au, as reported by
Dura et al.,15 and film preparation techniques such as spin
coating or drop casting.

Figure 1. Normalized fluorescence intensity (I0/L) of dry film as a
function of film thickness (L).

Figure 2. Relative fluorescence (IRH/I0) of Nafion films with
thicknesses (■) 70, (□) 160, (○) 203, and (●) 616 nm, containing
CCVJ as a function of water activity (% RH).
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Nafion thin films on SiO2 show an interfacial multilamellar
structure composed of water-rich and polymer-rich alterna-
ting domains, as demonstrated by Dura et al.15 This lamellar
structure propagated 10 nm from the substrate surface into the
film where a bulk-like layer, similar in structure to a membrane
with randomly distributed water and polymer domains, was
observed in the remainder of the ∼50 nm Nafion film. The
hydration number of the nonlamellar (bulk) layer on SiO2

reported by Dura et al.15 (λ ∼ 5, 95% RH) was similar to that
obtained in this work by QCM (Figure 3) for thicker films
(λ ∼ 4−5, 95% RH) where the bulk layers comprise a significant
volume fraction of the film. On the contrary, the lamellar
alternating polymer−water layered architecture accounts for the
higher hydration number (λ ∼ 10) found in the thinner film

(70 nm). Thus, Dura et al.’s15 structural model can be
employed to validate our water uptake results. In addition, the
change in the degree of crystallinity with film thickness, not
probed in the present work, should also be considered, as
crystallinity has connections with film stiffening39 and water
uptake.40

To account for the contribution of both the lamellar layer
and bulk layer separately in our experiments, we used eq 2 to
calculate the λ of the film at a specific RH:

λ = × λ + × λV V( ) ( )calc lam lam bulk bulk (2)

where Vlam and Vbulk denote the volume fraction of water in
lamellar and bulk layers and λlam and λbulk represent the
hydration number of lamellar and bulk layers. For our
calculations at 95% RH, λlam was 18.5 (using λ of a very thin
Nafion film (23 nm) on SiO2 from QCM measurements) and
λbulk was taken as 5 on native SiO2, as reported by Dura et al.15

For an interfacial layer of 22 nm thickness, the hydration
number (λcalc) at 95% RH was calculated from eq 2 to be
5.5 and 9.2 for 616 and 70 nm film, respectively. These λ values
closely match with the experimentally obtained hydration
values by QCM (Figure 3). Moreover, this interfacial layer
thickness was comparable to that reported by Dura et al.15

Thus, this simple physical model of the interfacial structure of
Nafion at an SiO2 interface describes the general trends
observed in our data and helps to rationalize the water swelling
of thin Nafion films. The λcalc values at 95% RH were 6.9 for the
160 nm film and 6.5 for the 203 nm film, which are about 30%
greater than the measured values. The difficulty in fitting the
model described in eq 2 to the 160 and 203 nm thick films
could be due to changes in the film structure with thickness,
which deserves more study as the trends in hydration with
thickness, processing, and surface composition are still to be
fully elucidated.

Figure 3. Hydration number (λ = nH2O/nSO3H) as a function of
relative humidity (% RH) for films with different thicknesses: (■) 70,
(□) 160, (○) 203, and (●) 616 nm.

Scheme 1. Representation of Volume Fraction of the Film Having Lamellar- and Bulk-Like Layers in 616 nm (Top) and 70 nm
(Bottom) Film
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In conclusion, fluorescence and water uptake measurements
were employed to understand the antiplasticization of thin
Nafion films on SiO2 surfaces as a function of water activity.
Confinement, as demonstrated by increased fluorescence of a
rotor probe, was present for thinner films under dry conditions.
Upon exposure to low relative humidity, antiplasticization, or a
stiffening of the film, was observed. The interfacial structure of
Nafion was reported by Dura, et al.15 hypothesized to be res-
ponsible for the observed trends where thinner films absorbed
more water and displayed less antiplasticization than thicker
films. By considering the hydration of separate interfacial and
bulk layers in the thin films, a simple model was able to account
for the differences in hydration of thin films with thicknesses
between 70 and 616 nm.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
9-(2-Carboxy-2-cyanovinyl)julolidine, CCVJ, was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. A 20% by weight Nafion solution
(DE2020, Ion Power, Inc.) was diluted using ethanol to achieve the
desired polymer concentrations for spin coating. CCVJ solution in
DMSO (5 mg mL−1) was added to 10, 5, and 2 wt % Nafion solutions
to yield a dye concentration of 0.018 wt %, unless otherwise stated.
Silicon wafers were cut into (2 × 2.5 cm) pieces, rinsed with methanol,
dried under flowing air, and UV-ozone treated for 20 min. The spin-
coating speed was varied along with wt % of Nafion in solution
to yield the desired polymer film thicknesses. The thicknesses of
the studied films were ∼70 nm (2% Nafion, 3000 rpm), 160 nm
(5% Nafion, 5000 rpm), 203 nm (5% Nafion, 3000 rpm), and 616 nm
(10% Nafion, 3000 rpm). The films were dried at 42 °C for 3 h under
vacuum, annealed at 100 °C for 7 h, and cooled to room temperature
for 12 h under vacuum. The thickness of all the films was measured
using spectroscopic ellipsometry at ambient conditions. These
thickness values matched well with those calculated from QCM
results, assuming a polymer density of 2.0 g cm−3. A custom-built RH
control system was connected to a Photon Technology International,
Inc. (Birmingham, NJ) QuantaMaster fluorimeter to produce a sample
environment with specific water activity. Air at dewpoint was produced
by a sparging system. The dewpoint humidified wet air was mixed
with a stream of dry air and the flow rates of the wet and dry
streams were varied to achieve a specific relative humidity. A RH
probe was connected to the gas outlet from the fluorescence
humidity chamber for in situ monitoring of the relative humidity of
the sample environment.
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